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The biggest national news story (impacting your retirement
savings) that you’ve probably yet to hear of…
The White House and Department of Labor (DOL) assert that
conflicted advice from brokers continually costs the average
investor -1% return per year on their IRA investments. The
government projects there is $1.7 trillion of IRA assets, which
translates to their claim that American investors will soon save
$17 billion per year1 thanks to the new DOL Fiduciary Ruling
that will most specifically affect IRAs. However, the Investment
Company Institute reports $24 trillion in retirement assets, with
$7.3 trillion in IRAs.2 So, while the mathematical accuracy of
the government’s claim is highly questionable given the large
variance in estimates from various sources, this new regulation
is mostly considered favorable. It is specifically designed to
put “the best interest” of the investor in first place – ahead of
stock brokers, registered representatives, insurance agents, or
any other industry sales person. Ironically, I think most people
assumed this was already the case, although it is not.
In other words, every financial professional working with retirement
accounts will soon need to conduct themselves according to the
same or similar standards of a Registered Investment Advisor (RIA)
or Investment Advisor Representative (IAR), who by law, operate
as a fiduciary. To be clear, Portformulas® operates as an RIA and
therefore has a fiduciary relationship with all investors.
According to Investopedia, the definition of a fiduciary is as follows:
“A fiduciary is responsible for managing the assets of another
person, or of a group of people. Asset managers, bankers,
accountants, executors, board members, and corporate officers
can all be considered fiduciaries when entrusted in good faith with
the responsibility of managing another party's assets. A fiduciary's
responsibilities are both ethical and legal. When a party knowingly
accepts a fiduciary duty on behalf of another party, they are
required to act in the best interest of the party whose assets they
are managing.”
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Mapper Score™ represents the number of stocks within a given index that
have met the criteria for ownership consideration within the Technical Focus
Series.

It may seem perfectly logical that a financial advisor is required to
operate in your best interest – unfortunately, it is not necessarily
how things may have been working for you. Before this ruling,
many financial advisors were held to a suitability standard instead
of a fiduciary standard. Meaning, so long as the investment
recommendation was considered reasonably suitable, it was
a valid recommendation even if other options may have been
a better fit for your particular situation. This standard, while still
requiring oversight, allows for advisors to defend recommendations
that weren’t necessarily the best option for their client, leaving
one to wonder what outside influences may have affected the
recommendation.
Transitioning to this “new normal” will not occur without a battle,
as dramatic change, whether for good or bad, almost always
brings about a violent reaction …
In April 2016, the U.S. House of Representatives approved a
resolution to kill (stop or block) the DOL Fiduciary Rule. In May
2016, the U.S. Senate also approved the resolution to kill the
1 Mark Schoeff Jr., “Obama Vetoes Resolution Against DOL Fiduciary Rule; Court Sets
Date for NAFA’s Lawsuit,” Investment News, June 8, 2016, http://www.investmentnews.
com/article/20160608/FREE/160609915/obama-vetoes-resolution-against-dol-fiduciaryrule-court-sets-date
2 Investment Company Institute Global, “Retirement Assets Total $24 Trillion in Fourth
Quarter 2015,” March 24, 2016, https://www.ici.org/research/stats/retirement/ret_15_q4
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new ruling. However, in June 2016, President Obama vetoed the
resolution to kill – meaning that the DOL Fiduciary Rule continues
to move forward, although currently, there are now five lawsuits
that have been filed against the DOL in an attempt to thwart the
new DOL Fiduciary Ruling.
NOTE: Again, we at Portformulas, by definition, already act
as your fiduciary in regard to your investments. And due to
how we structured the access and availability of Portformulas
investment strategies, your local financial advisor was also
acting as a fiduciary in recommending Portformulas to you.
The DOL Fiduciary Ruling will essentially result in three mandates3:
1. Enforcing a new fiduciary standard for advice (on IRAs and
retirement plans) to be in the best interest of the clients/
investors.

2. Ensuring that the advisor is earning only a reasonable
compensation and is not receiving any incentive that may
encourage them to act contrary to the customer’s best interest.
3. Provide appropriate disclosure and transparency regarding
retirement product fees and compensation, plus any material
conflicts of interest that may be associated with such
recommendations.
And as I am sure you would agree, I believe all of this makes
perfect sense for the investor!
But alas, it is important to realize that simply drafting such a
governmental ruling will not miraculously result in a perfect
“peaches & cream” environment, correcting all that is wrong
in the financial industry, and placing billions of dollars in
consumer’s pockets, as the government would like us to believe.

Here’s where I think they messed up …
The highly significant downside (which I sincerely hope is
addressed) is the anticipated lack of regulatory enforcement
in lieu of a rash of litigation being targeted as the enforcement
mechanism. Personally, my greatest concern with the DOL
Fiduciary Ruling isn’t the nature of the ruling but the nature of
enforcement of the ruling (or lack thereof). The way things are
currently presented, the DOL retains oversight authority, but
intends to rely upon individual lawsuits and class-action lawsuits
to essentially “police” the situation and let the courts determine
the nuances of the ruling. I see this as a recipe for disaster as
“ambulance-chasing” attorneys run rampant, trolling every IRA
investor, seeking their opportunity to profit from the new ruling.
As the saying goes, “Investing carries an inherent element
of risk” and this will always be the case in the stock market,
regardless of the new ruling or any ill-guided attorney trying to
convince someone otherwise.
But in the end, I think we are heading down the right track.
Obviously, we feel strongly about the benefits and merits of
adhering to a fiduciary standard. We at Portformulas already have
chosen to do so in how we founded the company and use our
structure to empower investors.
Assuming there are no legal delays (remember those five
lawsuits I mentioned), the DOL Fiduciary Ruling implementation
dates are as follows:
April 10, 2017 = Adherence to the “best interest” standard along
with basic disclosures of conflicts of interest.
January 1, 2018 = Full and complete implementation of the DOL
Fiduciary Ruling.

Although we at Portformulas are already operating in this capacity,
most of the rest of the financial industry is not. And converting
to this new higher standard will be very expensive for them to
execute. You see, from a business perspective, everything in
the DOL Fiduciary Ruling means that business expenses will
increase as will business liabilities. It goes without saying that if
both expenses and liabilities increase, then prices usually incur
pressure to increase as well. In this case, I don’t actually expect
an increase in cost to the investor, but I do not expect the type of
decreases that the government is projecting.

We will keep you apprised of this new ruling as it develops
further. This is an important time for investors and it's always an
important time to take good care of your retirement savings –
Thank you for your continued confidence in Portformulas!

Keep in mind, the DOL Fiduciary Ruling is really about eliminating
abuses … you know, the dirty underbelly of an industry and not
the high-quality service providers. Therefore, although I fully agree
with the philosophical intent of the ruling, I’m unwilling to agree
with the government’s “savings estimates” of $17 billion.

Mike Walters, CEO
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3 Department of Labor Employee Benefits Security Administration 29 CFR Part 2550
[Application No. D–11712] ZRIN 1210–ZA25 Best Interest Contract Exemption, April 8, 2016,
http://webapps.dol.gov/FederalRegister/PdfDisplay.aspx?DocId=28807
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RAM® Score
Overview

This data is used within the
Fundamental Focus Series
investment strategies.

u RAM Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline that allows for
correlation between these multiple indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM Score
means odds are stacked in favor of equity investments while a negative RAM Score means odds are stacked against equity investments.
v Fundamental Focus Series investment strategies use RAM Score plus qualitative and quantitative qualification criteria to select targeted holdings across multiple
indexes. Investing Note: We believe there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. The RAM Score identifies what we view as the trends or
“changing seasons.” And then the Fundamental Focus Series seeks to act upon such trends and only own the stocks that meet our qualification criteria.
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Mapper Score™
Overview

This data is used within
the Technical Focus Series
investment strategies.

w Mapper Score is a proprietary “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic components of the underlying stocks represented within an index. It
identifies certain strengths of individual stocks contained within an index and tracks how many meet minimum requirements. As a trending tool, we believe
that the higher the percentage of qualifying stocks, the greater the strength of the overall index.
x Technical Focus Series investment strategies use Mapper Score plus momentum and technical qualification criteria to select targeted holdings within
a single index. Investing Note: We do not believe that all stocks within an index are automatically worthy of ownership. The Mapper Score illustrates how
many stocks we view as “worthy of consideration” within each index. And then the Technical Focus Series seeks to only own the stocks that meet our
qualification criteria.
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y Portformula® investment strategies and scoring mechanisms do not guarantee that the markets will increase when scores are strong or decrease
when the scores are weak. But we believe the long term correlation may be valuable for investing… Combining the trending features of RAM Score &
Mapper Score with our intricate Fundamental & Technical Focus Formulaic Investing™ Strategies results in a uniquely logical approach to investing that is
exclusively available through Portformulas.

Please note that there are a number of important disclosures that must be considered before investing in Portformulas. Please read the
information and disclosures contained in Portformulas’ hypothetical carefully before investing. Any performance figures referenced herein are
hypothetical and are not indicative of future results. Purchases and sales of securities within Portformulas’ various strategies may be made
without regard to how long you have been invested, which could result in tax implications.
RAM Score and Mapper Score General Disclosures
The RAM Score and Mapper Score illustrations do not represent any particular Portformula strategy nor are they intended to recommend any
Portformula strategy or the RAM Score feature. The information contained herein simply attempts to illustrate how our firm’s RAM Score feature
and Mapper Score operate. The RAM Score feature can be applied to many Portformula models at no additional cost. The Mapper Score is
simply an analytical informational tool.
RAM Score was not developed until January 2010. Prior to January 2010, clients were utilizing RAM Score’s predecessor, RAM. Clients
utilizing RAM may have had different results than those reflected above. RAM Score movement prior to 2010 is hypothetical and based on
retroactive application of RAM Score’s indicators to market and economic conditions existing at the time. Portformulas was not managing
assets prior to 2007.
It is important to understand that RAM Score is only a tool designed to assist our firm’s management of your account. RAM Score does not
guarantee any specific results or performance and even with RAM Score on your account, it is possible that your account will lose value.
RAM Score moves assets into or out of the market based on various economic and market indicators. It is possible that the market will move
positively while you are not invested or negatively while you are invested, resulting in losses. Any Portformula strategy may underperform or
produce negative results.
Just because Portformulas maps a stock does not mean that the stock will be held in a model. Client accounts may hold fewer stocks than
those referenced in the Mapper Score illustration. Mapper Score has no impact on performance.
The RAM Score illustration utilizes the S&P 500 Index because it is a well‐known index and provides a recognizable frame of reference. The
Mapper Score analysis uses the referenced indices because they are relevant comparisons across certain Portformula models. The indices
referenced herein are not publicly available investment vehicles and cannot be purchased. Furthermore, none of the indices referenced herein
have endorsed Portformulas in any way.
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